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Introduction.
Let X be a smooth curve over a perfect field k with a positive characteristic p. Let X and Z be the smooth compactification of X and the complement of X in X, respectively. In [Cr2] R. Crew defined the notion of quasi-unipotent overconvergent (F-)isocrystals over X around Z and proved some expected properties, finiteness and duality for rigid cohomologies and the global monodromy theorem, of quasi-unipotent overconvergent (F-)isocrystals. However, the problem that what kinds of overconvergent (F-)isocrystals are quasi-unipotent is still open.
In this paper we study local properties of quasi-unipotent F-isocrystals. Let X be a complete valuation field with an absolute value | | and let 'R be the Robba ring over K (2.2). The Robba ring is a ring of analytic functions on some annulus T] < \x\ < 1. We define y?-V-modules over 7^ by a free 7^-module with a connection and Frobenius structures (3.2.1). A y?-V-module is quasi-unipotent if and only if it is a successive extension of copies of the unit object as differential modules (4.1.1) after a finite etale extension. For y?-V-modules over 7^, we define a slope filtration for Frobenius structures (5.1.1). If a (/?-V-module has a slope filtration, then it is unique (5.1.5). We establish THEOREM 5.2.1. -A y?-V-module over "R. is quasi-unipotent if and only if it has a slope nitration for Frobenius structures. absolute value (resp. the additive valuation) of K^ which is normalized by |p| = P~1 (resp. Vp{p) = 1).
For any valuation field L, we denote by OL (resp. A;L, resp. L 11111 ' , resp. mL} the valuation ring of L (resp. the residue class field of L, resp. the maximum unramified subfield in the fixed algebraic closure of L whose residue class field is separable over k^,^ resp. the maximal ideal of OL). Let F == k((x) ) be the field of fraction of the ring of formal power series with fc-coefficients. Fix an algebraic closure F^ of k such that the residue class field of F^ is k^ and denote by F 3^ the separable closure ofFinF^.
For a matrix (a^j) and for an application / (resp. for a norm N), define /((^•)) = (/(%•)) (resp. lv((a^)) = supTv(a^). Remark 2.2.1. Our K^^ coincides with 7^o(l) in [Ro, 2] .
For formal Laurent power series a = ^a^rc 71 , we define |a|G € R^o U {00} by supyjaj. The field £ (resp. f 1 ') is a complete discrete valuation field (resp. a henselian discrete valuation field) under the absolute value | IG. | | G is an extension of the absolute value | | of K and the residue class field of £ (resp. f 1 ') is F by the natural projection. (See [Cri, 4 .2] [Ma, 3.2] .) For a finite separable extension E over F in F^P, denote by EE (resp. 4) the unique finite unramified extension of £ (resp. £^) with residue class field E in the fixed algebraic closure of £.
LEMMA 2.2.2 ( [Ma, 3.2] (2) HE is free over U of degree [E : F] . Moreover, TZ^; ^ f^ (^)7Z and£+=7Zri4-^• + Assume that the extension E/F is Galois and denote by Gal(£'/F) the Galois group. Since £^ is a henselian discrete valuation field, the Galois group Gal^/^) is canonically isomorphic to Gal(£'/F). The action of Gal(E/F) on £^ extends naturally on KE-By [Sel, X.l 
(E^^-E^^-
Then 6^ is a ^-derivation on K (resp. <f, resp. ft, resp. 5j<).
Let R be either 7Z, C, ft or 5^. Define a free ^-module o/^ of rank one by ,dx R =R--.
x
We define an additive map d: R -> ^ by d(a) == ^(a)-^ for a e A Then d is a J^-derivation on R.
Let £' be a finite separable extension of F and choose a lifting y of a uniformizer of E m Sg. Then the derivation ^ extends uniquely on HE and we also use the notation ^ for this extension. We have the relation Proof. -First we prove the assertion in the case where k is algebraically closed. In this case there exists a uniformizer TT of K which is algebraic over Qp. Then we have K^ ^ Q^TI-) and K ^ Q^TI-) ŵ here Qg is the unique finite unramified extension of Q with residue class field ¥q of q elements. Now we prove the assertion in the case where k is an arbitrary perfect field. Denote by K™ the j9-adic completion of K^.
From now on to the end of this paper we assume that K has a Frobenius a.
We say a ring endomorphism a on 8 (resp. ^+) is a Frobenius on £ (resp. £^) if and only if it is the Frobenius a on K and cr(a) = a 9 (mod me) (resp. a(a) = a q (mod m^+)) for a € Oe. (resp. a € 0]. Let E be a finite separable extension of F and choose a lifting y of a uniformizer of E in £^. Then the Frobenius a on R extends uniquely on KE and we also use the same notation a for this extension. The Frobenius a commutes with the derivation 6x (resp. the action of Gal(£'/F) if E/F is Galois). 
Fix a Frobenius a on S and put £ = K^ (g) W{F^). Then

(^-V-modules over 7^.
Assume that the complete discrete valuation field K has a Frobenius a from this section to the end of this paper. The category M^ is additive. We can define tensor products and duals for V-modules by usual methods and, then, (J?, d) is the unit object of the category. We often use the notation M instead of (M, V) for simplicity.
Since an 7^-module of finite presentation with a connection is free over U by [Cr2, 6. The category M$^ ^ is additive. We can define tensor products and duals for (^-modules by usual methods and, then, (R, a) is the unit object. We often use the notation M instead of (M, y?) for simplicity. Proof. -In the case where R = £ or £^ the assertion is trivial. Let R = SK-We have only to check that, for a morphism r] : M -> N of M^g^^, the cokernel of 77 is a free 5j<-module, and then the rest is easy. Since SK is a principal ideal domain, the torsion submodules of the cokernel of T] is the form e5'j</(a^) for some a^ e SK with |a^G = 1. Since a is isomorphic. However, we have
.
We recall the notion of slopes for Frobenius structures. Denote by the same notation Vp the additive valuation of £ which is the unique extension of the valuation on K. 
(p modulo xM). We denote by Newton^ (M) (resp. Newtons(M)) the Newton polygon of slopes ofM at the generic point (resp. at the special point).
Since £ is p-adically complete, we have 3.2. Now we define y?-V-modules over R.
is called a (p-\7-module over R with respect to a if and only if it satisfies the conditions as follows:
(i) (M, V) is a V-module over R; (ii) (M, ip)
is a (p-module over R with respect to a;
(2) A morphism of (p-modules over R is an R-linear homomorphism which commutes with connections and Frobenius. We can define tensor products and duals for y?-V-modules by usual methods and, then, (-R, a, d) is the unit object of the category. We often use the notation M instead of (M, y?, V) for simplicit" By Proposition (3.1.2) and Proposition (3.1.4) we have 
5K (
L,(/?[jr,,V|L) belongs to C^, resp. L is stable under y? and V).
3.3.
In this subsection we define inverse images and direct images of </?-Vmodules. (2) The functor /* preserves tensor products and duals.
(3) /* is a right adjoint of /* and /* is a left adjoint of f^.
We study the behavior of Newton polygons of (^-modules under an inverse image functor (resp. a direct image functor Then || ||M,e is a norm on M which is compatible with the norm | \c of R. The topology which is determined by the norm || ||M,e is independent of the choice of the basis of M.
for any non-negative integer n. Here the map V(a:-) is defined by
Let M be an object ofM^. Consider the conditions (C) and (OC) as follows:
for any m € M and any number 0 < rj < 1;
for any m 6 M and for any w G R with |w|G' < 1. If R = £ and SK-) the condition (C) implies (OC) since R is complete in the p-adic topology.
In the case of £^ however, the condition (OC) is delicate since S^ is not complete. Since one knows the identity
for any a e f, the map e^,^ is well-defined and continuous by (3.4.2) and (resp. (2) A V-module M (resp. a ^-V-module M) over U is quasi-unipotent if and only if there exists a finite separable extension / : F -> E such that the inverse image /*M is unipotent.
(3) We denote by M^ (resp. M^;^) the full subcategory ofM( resp. M<1>^) whose objects consist of quasi-unipotent V-modules (resp. y?-V-modules).
By the standard arguments we have (
1) Let M be an object ofM^ (resp. M<I>^ ^). M is quasi-unipotent if and only if f*M is quasi-unipotent.
(2) Let M be an object of M^ (resp. M|>^J.
M is quasiunipotent if and only if f^M is quasi-unipotent.
Proof. -The assertion on inverse images is easy. In the case of direct images we may assume that the extension E is Galois over -F by (1) and (4.1.2). For r C Gal(E/F), denote by Mr the V-module (resp. y?-V-module) whose 7^-action is defined by (a,m) 
(2) Assume that a is Frobenius on SK' An object of M<I>^ ^ is unipotent if and only if it has an SK-lattice.
Remark 4.2.2. -The ^-lattice (resp. the 5^-lattice) is not unique in Proposition (4.2.1). Proposition (4.2.1)(1) (resp. (2)) follows from Lemma (4.2.5) (resp. Lemmas (4.2.6) and (4.2.7)) below.
Put u 6 (f^ to be a(x) = x q u for the Frobenius a. Then JU-I|G < 1 and one can define log(n) in £^. If a is a Frobenius on SK, then log(^) belongs to SK' Note that ^ = ^{x,a) = ^V VZ/J = q 4-^v / and 
Proof. -We use Lemma (2.3.1) to show the assertion. Assume that Q = te,j) is a solution of the differential equation above.
First we prove that q^ = 0 (1 ^ j < r^) and q^^ is contained in K. Since ^(^1,1) == 0, ^,,1 is contained in K. Then the identity <U9n,2) = Wri,i implies that q^^ = 0 and ^2 is contained in J^. Repeating these, we proved the assertion.
Secondly we prove that g,,i == 0 (2 ^ i) and gi,i is contained in K. Assume that ^+1,1 = ... = g^ = o. Since <^fe,i)'+9z+i,i = 0, ^,i is contained in K. So the assertion follows from ^(^-1,1) + q, i = 0.
Thirdly we prove that, if g^+, is a linear combination of l,log(^), log (u),-" over K and if q-^q,^, does not depend on i when n is fixed, then ^,n+i+, is a linear combination of ^^(^.log 2^) , • • • over K and ^"^^n+i+z is independent on %. The former assertion holds by the equation <^(^) + q^j = Wi^-\ (i < r^j > 1) and fi = q + ^^ and by two assertions above. Moreover ^-^+ l^, n+l+, does not depend^on % up to^constant terms. (When q^ (resp. q,^) appears, g-^+ l g,^+l+, = 0 and ^^n+i+z does not depend on i up to constant terms.) Sincê fe,n+l+(z+l)) = Mz,n+l+z -gz+l,n+i+ (,+i) = constant term + g^-n-^, the constant term must vanish. Hence, the later assertion also holds. n (4.2.5) and denote by LE (resp. TE} the f^-subspace (resp. the Ksubspace) of 7^ 00^ which is generated by {ei, 62, • • •, e^}. We prove n that there exists a Frobenius structure (p on /*M which commutes with the action of Gal(J^/JF). By (4.2.4) F£; is stable under the action of Gal(£7F). By the assumption and Schur's Lemma FE is a direct sum of TE,X such that the Galois group Gal(£'/F) acts on FE,\ via p\ and that
V (x-] (YE x) C FE \-So it is enough to prove the existence of Frobenius
\ dx/ structure on T^E (^0 ^E,\ which commutes with the Galois action. Since is commutative. In other words, we have only to prove cr^Q)^ = ^^o-i (Q).
Assume that A^^X^^CM^ (A == o;,^ and z == 1,2) and Q are convergent and o-i (resp. a^) is defined on the annulus 7 ^ |a;| < 1 for some 7 < 1. Define a K-algebra
Then £ (7) is complete under the norm l^an^^ = ^Pri^n^ 8Ln(d i (i == 1,2) induces a map on £(7). The pair (A^gA^^G^gA) (A = a,/? and z = 1,2) define an £(7) module 2^ (7) with a connection and a Probenius structure with respect to o-i (i = 1,2). Since Q is contained in G ? Ln(f(7)), ^(7) is isomorphic to I/f(7) (i = 1,2). By the similar arguments as in (3.4) we can define a similar map of e^i,^ ^o ]r ^ (7) expected that the natural functor M^^ -> M^g^ is an equivalence.
Slope filtration for Frobenius structures.
In this section we define a slope filtration for Frobenius structures and prove that a ^-V-module over U is quasi-unipotent if and only if it has a slope filtration. The assertion (2) Proof. -It is enough to prove the assertion in the case where a(x) = a; 9 by (3.4.9), (3.4.10) and (4.4.3). Let / : F -^ E be a finite separable extension in F 8^ such that f*M is unipotent. Then there exists a Gal(^/-F)-stable J^-lattice YE of f*M. In fact, choose a basis {ei,e2, • • • ,Cr} of f*M as in (4.2.5) and put YE to be a JC^-subspace of f*M which is generated by {ei, 625 • • • ? ^r}-Here KE is the finite unramified extension with residue class field kE-Then YE is stable under the Frobenius structure (p and the action Gal(£'/jF') by (4.2.4) and (4.2.5), that is, V|r£ ° ^Ir^ == O^FE ° ^\TE' ^y t ne theory of (^-spaces with a nilpotent structure over a complete discrete valuation field we have a slope filtration {S^YE} for the Frobenius structure ^|r^ of YE which is compatible with the nilpotent operator VIr^. Moreover the theory of slopes implies that the filtration {S^YE} is compatible with the action of Gal(-E/jF 1 ) sincê P\VE commutes with the action of Gol{E/F). Define a filtration {S^M} of Mby S^M = 7Z(g) (4 0^^)^^).
Fix a Frobenius
•+ { 5/yM} is a slope filtration for Frobenius structures of M by (2.2.4) and (3.3.5). The converse follows from (5.1.2). D Remark 5.2.2. -In Theorem (5.2.1) the slope filtration {S^M} ofM is split as (^-modules (not as V-modules) over U if we choose a Frobenius a(x) = x q , because the filtration {S^FE} of TE over KE is split as (pGal(£'/^)-modules in the above proof. In general cases the slope filtration is not always split as (^-modules.
Quasi-unipotent overconvergent -F-isocrystals on a curve.
In this section we give a definition of quasi-unipotent overconvergent F-isocrystals on a curve and apply our local study to them. We use some results on overconvergent F-isocrystals on curves from [Bel] , [Be2] , [Be3] and [Cri] .
6.1. Let k (resp. K) be a perfect field of positive characteristic p (resp. a complete discrete valuation field with the residue class field k and with a Frobenius cr). Let X be a smooth curve over Spec k which is geometrically connected. For a closed point s G X, denote by k(s) (resp. K(s)) the residue class field at s (resp. the finite unramified extension of K with the residue class field k(s)).
Let U be a dense open subscheme of X and put Z = X -U. Fix a closed point s € X and denote by X a formal scheme over Sp/ OK which is a lifting of X/Spec k and formally smooth around x. Choose a section x 6 F(O^) which is a lifting of a local parameter of Ox at s. Since ^/Spf OK is formally smooth at s, the completion of Ox at s is isomorphic to Oj<(s) [[^] ]. Put Us (resp. £3, resp. ^J, resp. Sjc(s)) to bê ,K(5), (resp. ^,j<(s), resp. By the construction, is (x,-(u) 
[ is a lifting of q-th power map on Ou (q = p 0 ) which is an extension of the Frobenius a on K, then a extends on 8s (resp. SK{S) if 5 € ?7). We call the extension a a Frobenius on Oj^/r.
Denote by Iso^ (£/, X/K) (resp. F^lsoc^U.X/K)) the abelian category of overconvergent isocrystals on U/K around Z (resp. the category of overconvergent F^isocrystals on U/K around Z) [Be3, (2. is independent of the choice of Frobenius a up to the functor 6^^ by the definition of F-isocrystals, Proposition (3.4.10) and Lemma (4.3.1). Now we define a quasi-unipotent overconvergent isocrystal. Our definition differs from that in [Cr2, 10 . II], but we will prove that our definition is equivalent to Crew's one in Theorem (6.1.6). f-^^oô f scalar). One can also define the inverse image functor /* and the direct image functor f^ for -F-isocrystals. Let t 6 Y be a closed point with f(t) = s. Choose a formally lifting y over Sp/ OK of V/Spec k which is formally smooth around t, a lifting / : y ->• X over Sp/ OK of / : Y -^ X, a section y e r(0y) which is a lifting of a local parameter at t. Such lifting / always exists locally on X and our arguments below work well on this situation. Then / induces an injection / : %s -> Proof. -Assume that M. is quasi-unipotent. Denote by K{X) the field of rational functions of X. Since Z is a finite set, there is a finite separable extension L of K{X) such that, for any point s G Z and for any place t of L above 5, f^s^u -^ ls unipotent over 7^(= %L()-Here K(X)s (resp. Lf) is completion of K{X) (resp. L) at s (resp. t) and ft^s : K(X)s -^Liiso. structure map. Define a smooth curve Y over k by the normalization of X in L. Since L is separable over K{X)^ the natural morphism / : Y -> X is generically etale. Therefore we obtain the assertion by (4.1.3). The converse follows from (4.1.3). D Remark 6.1.7. -Matsuda pointed out that, either if X is affine or if the number of geometric points in X -U is greater than 1, then one can choose a finite covering Y of X such that Uy is etale over U in Theorem 6.1.6 by [Ka2, 2.1.6] .
